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Finland is a big and cold place to get lost in. Therefore it is good and fairly reasonable to
know few things.

First of all, Finnish people suck. They never smile. But there sometimes are moments when
they show some humanity. This is in the mid summer, behind the bushes.

Image 1. As you know, Polar bears walk in the streets of Helsinki

Weather

The coldest time in Finland is usually in the end of January. During that time the
temperature might easily go down to -20 °C in the northern part of Finland. Southern part
is always colder and thus have less people living there.

If you wish to go on ice, it is more safe in the lakes than in the sea. Note that the
temperature has to be lower then zero Celsius for some time. Ask the locals, they know
their neighborhood well.

In the summer, the highest temperature usually is around 20 °C. Not that much aye?

Weather institute of Finland
http://ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/
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Clothing
Wearing many layers of clothes if preferable way to stay warm. Usually a three layer
method is suitable.
First layer should be made of some good breathing material, not cotton that is. The cloth
should follow the skin closely.
Second layer should be warm enough for any event taken in that temperature. Material can
be cotton, wool or some other warm fabric.
Third layer should be wind proof and preferably water proof as well.

Image 2

While the torso is covered with plenty of clothes, the hands, the head and the feet are not
yet covered. 

For the head, a hat is surely required, usually a woolly cap is used. Image 3 has one of that
kind on the right side. A cap should have the same properties as the other clothing
described earlier.

Hands should be covered with gloves. Now there is a wide variety of them. The most warm
ones have one container for the thumb and one for the other. This model might look as in
the image 3 at the left.

Image 3
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If the weather does not become that cold, the gloves can have containers for each finger.

Shoes are important. But before shoes, lets get into socks first. As they are inside the sock,
they do the purpose of first and the second layer. Shoes sometimes have inner layer as
well. When making your decision of which shoe to buy, remember that you need to test
them with the socks you are about use with them.

Quality of a sock can be tested as the image 4 below shows.

Image 4. For testing purposes

Shoes. Get some with real leather. Ankle should be covered by the shoe, higher is better,
but not up till to the knee.
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Transportation
Traveling in Finland is usually done on wheels. The distances are not suitable to be walked,
but bicycle will do all right.

In case you are flying to Finland, there are mainly three airports in which you might land in
the first place. These are Helsinki-Vantaa, Turku and for Ryanair Tampere.

Depending where are you heading, you can choose one of the following combinations.

From Helsinki-Vantaa airport.
To Turku

By bus line 540 (from 1C) to Espoo center (40 minutes), from there a train to
Turku train station (1.5 hours).
By bus line 540 (from 1C) to Espoo Ikea-shop junction (30 minutes), from
there an express bus to Turku central bus station (2 hours).

To Helsinki
By bus (many options) to Helsinki central bus station (25 minutes).

From Turku airport.
To Turku city center

By bus line 1 (leaves from 1st floor where arrival), goes three times per hour in
day time (20 minutes).

To somewhere else
No point of going.

From Tampere-Pirkkala airport.
To Tampere central train station or Helsinki central train station

Ryanair uses Airpro bus service, timetable available at
http://www.airpro.fi/bustimetable
To Tampere 6 €, to Helsinki 25 €

To Turku there goes straight railway connections from Tampere

One way ticket fares are from 6 € to 25 € per adult. Students pay half when the price is
high enough. Ask the driver or the ticket sales person. Tickets usually do not commute, so
a ticket per each trip is required.

Finnish railways http://www.vr.fi/

Bus timetables and fares http://www.matkahuolto.fi/

Airports http://ilmailulaitos.fi/

Turku Bus http://bussit.turku.fi/index.htm?id=57
Single ticket 2 €, in the night (11 pm - 4 am) 3 €
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Image 5. Diagram of Turku airport

Image 6. Getting out from Helsinki
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Image 7. Bus and other stops in front of Helsinki-Vantaa airport
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Image 8. International flights at Helsinki-Vantaa airport


